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ABSTRACT
Due to the diculties in replicating and scaling up qualitative
studies, such studies are rarely veried. Accordingly, in this paper,
we leverage the advantages of crowdsourcing (low costs, fast speed,
scalable workforce) to replicate and scale-up one state-of-the-art
qualitative study. at qualitative study explored 20 GitHub pull
requests to learn factors that inuence the fate of pull requests with
respect to approval and merging.
As a secondary study, using crowdsourcing at a cost of $200,
we studied 250 pull requests from 142 GitHub projects. e prior
qualitative ndings are mapped into questions for crowds work-
ers. eir answers were converted into binary features to build
a predictor which predicts whether code would be merged with
median F1 scores of 68%. For the same large group of pull requests,
the median F1 scores could achieve 90% by a predictor built with
additional features dened by prior quantitative results.
Based on this case study, we conclude that there is much benet
in combining dierent kinds of research methods. While qualita-
tive insights are very useful for nding novel insights, they can
be hard to scale or replicate. at said, they can guide and dene
the goals of scalable secondary studies that use (e.g.) crowdsourc-
ing+data mining. On the other hand, while data mining methods
are reproducible and scalable to large data sets, their results may be
spectacularly wrong since they lack contextual information. at
said, they can be used to test the stability and external validity, of
the insights gained from a qualitative analysis.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Our ability to generate models from soware engineering (SE) data
has out-paced our abilities to reect on those models. Studies can
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use thousands of projects, millions of lines of code, tens of thou-
sands of programmers [53]. But when insights from human experts
are overlooked, the conclusions from the automatically generated
models can be both wrong and misleading [47]. Aer observing
case studies where data mining in SE led to spectacularly wrong
results, Basili and Shull [59] recommend qualitative analysis to col-
lect and use insights from subject maer experts who understand
soware engineering.
Shull [1] also warns that traditional methods of nding local
beliefs (based on an anthropological-style analysis) does not scale to
hundreds of projects. Shull notes that those manual methods have
trouble keeping up with the pace of technological change. Such
studies can take years to complete – in which time, the underlying
technology may have completely changed.
To solve this problem, we propose scalable secondary studies.
Such studies are conducted aer collecting qualitative insights
from an in-depth analysis of a small sample. Next, other method(s)
are employed to ensure conclusion stability and external validity
in a larger sample. Such scalable secondary studies can be im-
plemented using a variety of methods; in this work, we explore
crowdsourcing+data mining.
To demonstrate this approach, we extend a study from FSE’14
by Tsay, Dabbish, Herbsleb (hereaer, TDH) [67]. TDH explored
how Github-based teams debate what new code gets merged. To do
this, they used a labor-intensive qualitative interview-process of 47
users of GitHub, as well as in-depth case studies of 20 pull-requests.
is papers extends that primary qualitative study of pull re-
quests with a scalable secondary study using crowdsourcing+data
mining. Using the terms identied by TDH, crowdsourcing ex-
tracted data from 250 pull requests (i.e. an order of magnitude more
that TDH). Data mining was applied to that new data resulting
in accurate predictors for generating what issues will get merged.
Further, when those predictors were compared to another predictor
built using more quantitative methods (traditional data mining,
no crowd-sourcing, no use initial qualitative insights), this second
predictor out-performed the TDH features (the F1 score grew from
68% to 90%).
is is not to say that data mining methods are “beer” than
qualitative methods. In fact, our key point is:
is secondary studies could not have have hap-
pened without the initial qualitative study.
at, in this work, the qualitative inspired and guided the subse-
quent work. Specically, the TDH qualitative study dened (a) base-
line results and (b) a challenge task addressed in a subsequent sec-
ondary study that used crowdsourcing+data mining. In this case,
that secondary study is able to build predictors using larger amount
of pull requests analyzed. But it would be extremely premature
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to use this one result to make some general judgement about the
relative merits of dierent approaches. As James Herbsleb said in
his FSE’16 keynote address, “these methods exist and we need to
learn to best use them all”. Accordingly, we recommend several
years of work where researchers explore combinations of methods.
is paper will be a success if it encourages more studies on combi-
nations of primary qualitative studies and subsequent secondary
studies.
e contributions of this work are:
• A cost-eective, independent replication of a primary study
of pull request acceptance factors using a scaled sample of
artifacts (RQ1).
• Analysis of the external validity of the original study, demon-
strating stability in some of the results. is has implica-
tions for which questions warrant further analysis (RQ2).
• A literature review on factors that impact pull request ac-
ceptance and identication of features that reliably predict
pull request acceptance (RQ3).
e rest of this paper details our Methodology fOr Scalable
Secondary Studies (MOSSS). e next section introduces empir-
ical methods in soware engineering; compares qualitative and
quantitative methods in soware engineering; describes GitHub
and pull requests; and oers an overview on crowdsourcing. Next,
in the Methods section, we describe the details of how we apply
MOSSS on TDH. Our Results section presents our ndings. is is
followed by reats to Validity and Conclusions.
To assist other researchers, a reproduction package with all our
scripts and data is available in GitHub1 and in archival form, tagged
with a DOI2 (to simplify all future citations to this material).
2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
2.1 Empirical SE Methods
ere are many ways to categorize empirical studies in SE. Sjoberg,
Dyba et. al. [62] summarize them into two general groups, i.e. pri-
mary research and secondary research. e most common primary
research usually involves the collection and analysis of original
data, utilizing methods such as experimentation, surveys, case
studies, and action research. While our paper falls into the sec-
ondary research that uses data from previously published studies
for the purpose of research synthesis, which involves summariz-
ing, integrating and combining the ndings of dierent studies
on a research question [14]. According to Cohen [13], secondary
studies can identify crucial areas and questions that have not been
addressed adequately with previous empirical research. e core
observation it is built on is that no maer how well designed and
executed, ndings from single empirical studies are limited in the
extent to which they may be generalized.
For the methods in empirical SE studies, we have participant
observation, interviewing and coding for data collection, constant
comparison and cross-case analysis for theory generation and repli-
cation for theory conrmation [57]. Our data collection applies
the coding method, which is commonly used to extract values for
quantitative variables from qualitative data in order to perform
1hps://github.com/dichen001/FSE 17
2hps://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.322925
some type of quantitative or statistical analysis. Our data analysis
falls into the category of replication for theory conrmation. Using
replication, we could check the external validity, which focuses on
whether claims for the generality of TDH results are justied, and
reliability, which focuses on whether our study yields the same
results if we replicate it [17].
2.2 alitative,antitative, and
Mixed-Methods in SE
alitative methods in SE are typically used for exploratory purpose
to generate new theorems or improve existing ones [34, 55]. Due to
the involvement of humans when qualitative method are applied,
the sample size is oen restricted to a very small size. Additionally,
the results of a qualitative analysis can be dicult to replicate due to
variations in seings or experimenter bias, and therefore engaging
in such tasks are risky to researchers [25, 60].
In contrast, quantitative studies are used for explanatory or de-
scriptive purpose to measure and analyze causal relationships be-
tween variables [34, 55]. antitative methods work with numer-
ical data collected from a representative sample, which could be
very large compared to qualitative methods.
A drawback with quantitative methods is that they may operate
without any contextual knowledge of the data they are processing.
A common study in the mining soware repositories community is
to apply data miners on information taken from some repository
without rst interviewing humans familiar with that project or
that data. Hence, such quantitative methods may eciently reach a
conclusion over a very large data set, even though those conclusions
may not address any current concerns of any living human.
For these reasons, various researchers explore mixed methods
to exploit the strengths of all the above approaches. For example,
Zimmermann and his colleagues at Microso conduct very focused
limited-scope interviews with a small number of developers. is
primary qualitative analysis is used to rene a set of hypotheses
and questions for a secondary study comprising a questionnaire
distributed to a very wide audience [6]. e results of that ques-
tionnaire are then summarised using a “card sort” (which, we note,
is a method commonly used by researchers in interpreting free
text responses in survey data [3, 26, 54, 61]). is is a very labor-
intensive and somewhat subjective process whereby researchers
work through all the questionnaire textual answers, organizing the
topics into categories. To the best of our knowledge, even though
card sorting is typically done by multiple researchers who reach
a consensus, the results of an initial card sort are typically not
veried by a second card sort with independent researchers. We
speculate that card sorts are such a resource-intensive undertaking
that doing it twice is just impractical.
e proposal in this paper is that mixed methods can be im-
proved. Primary studies should remain qualitative since their care-
ful and detailed analysis of human factors within a soware project
is insightful. Also, they can lead to novel insights they can be
overlooked by automatic data mining methods. However, once the
primary qualitative study is completed, the stability and external
validity of those conclusions should be checked by a scalable sec-
ondary method, ideally by an independent research team [60]. One
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Figure 1: An example GitHub pull request
example of such a scalable secondary method is the combination
of data mining+crowd sourcing explored in this paper.
2.3 GitHub and Pull Requests
With over 14 million users and 35 million repositories as of April
2016, GitHub has become the largest and most inuential open
source projects hosting sites. Numerous qualitative [5, 15, 22, 24,
39, 44, 50, 67], and quantitative [21, 52, 53, 64–66, 68, 74, 77] and
mixed methods studies [8, 30] have been published about GitHub.
Pull requests need to be created when contributors want their
changes to be merged to the main repository. Aer core members
receive pull requests, they inspect the changes and decide whether
to accept or reject them. is process usually involves code inspec-
tion, discussion and inline comments between contributors and
repository owners. Core members who have the ability to close
the pull requests by either accepting the code and merging the
contribution with the master branch, or rejecting the pull requests.
Core members could also ignore the pull requests and leave them
in the open state. Figure 1 shows an example of pull requests with
discussion, inline code comments and nal result.
2.4 Crowdsourcing
One of rst uses of this term comes from Je Howe in 20063 who
said:
”crowdsourcing represents the act of a company
or institution taking a function once performed by
3hp://www.crowdsourcing.com/cs/2006/06/crowdsourcing o.html
Figure 2: Combing crowd opinions (at le) can work better
than using individual opinions (at right). Here, the h line
averages the opinion of three individuals. Credit: [45].
employees and outsourcing it to an undened (and
generally large) network of people in the form of
an open call.”
Crowdsourcing is being used for many SE tasks including pro-
gram synthesis [11], program verication [56], and testing [16, 46]
using tools such as Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk)4 TopCoder5,
CrowdFlower6, and ClickWorker7. For an extensive review of
crowdsourcing in soware engineering, see [37],
ere are many reasons to use crowdsourcing. Firstly, it is very
cheap. As described later in this paper, this entire study requires
just $200 of crowd time. Secondly, crowdsourcing can solve some
very hard problems. For example, Minku [45] argues from sampling
theory that the union of N slightly dierent views can be larger
than any individual view (see Figure 2). For example, in soware
engineering studies, it was found that combining crowd answers
for writing regular expressions for URLs or email addresses yield
beer accuracy programs wrien by a single individual [12].
Surprisingly, the crowd has an unexpectedly coherent under-
standing of its distributed knowledge. For example, Heikinheimo
and Ukkonen’s centroid median theorem shows that if a crowd
checks numerous examples for outliers, then items marked least
are equal to the mean of a univariate normal distribution [28]. Note
that centroid medians work for single numbers in a range or sets
of large complex feature vectors. at is, crowds can be used as
a human-based data miner to implement, for example, a crowd-
sourced K-means clusterer (as done by Heikinheimo and Ukkonen).
Signicantly, the crowd can solve problems that have defeated
conventional computer science methods. Mason [40] comments
that the larger the crowd, the more likely that an individual will oer
a (possibly partial) solution to even intractable NP-hard problem.
4MTurk focuses on micro-tasks, e.g., labeling an image. Micro-tasks are grouped
into one Human Intelligence Task (called HIT). When HITs are dened, they can
include the HIT payment, the time constraint for answering, the expiration time for
a job to be available on MTurk, and some qualication test. For more, see hps:
//www.mturk.com/mturk/welcome.
5TopCoder is a platform designed to use crowdsourcing for large soware engineering
tasks, such as website design or implementation. Designers, employed by TopCoder,
break down large SE projects into small tasks for crowd workers. For more, see
hps://www.topcoder.com.
6CrowdFlower is somewhat similar to MTurk but adds some quality control micro-
tasks. At CrowdFlower, 20% of the micro-tasks assigned to responders are “golden”;
i.e. the answers are already known. For more, see hp://www.crowdower.com.
7ClickWorker is similar to MTurk and CrowdFlower in that it’s a micro-task crowd-
sourcing platform, but the focus is on surveys, proofreading, web research. Skills are
measured by ClickWorker before workers have access to actual tasks. For more, see
hps://www.clickworker.com.
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Figure 3: Methodology of Scalable Secondary Studies (MOSSS). Note the red bubbles denoting the location of our three research
questions RQ1, RQ2, RQ3 within this framework.
If any partial solution is oered, due to the size of the crowd, it
becomes easier to conrm or refute the solution [2].
Two important issues with crowdsourcing are quality control and
cost control. Crowd-based workers may return noisy or incorrect
results. One way to address this issue is to use, say, 20% “gold”
questions– those for which the answer is known Workers that
perform poorly on the golden set are eliminated, which is also one
of the strategies we take in this paper. Alternatively, tasks can be
assigned to multiple workers and their results aggregated (e.g., in
the TURKIT system [35], one task is performed iteratively, and
each worker is asked to improve on the answer of the former, or
in AutoMan [4], each task is performed by crowd members until
statistical consensus is reached). Other quality control techniques
include redundant question formats [63], notications to workers
about the value of their work [33], answer conict detectors [58],
and random click detection [31].
As to cost control, commercial crowdsourcing platforms are not
free. Economic incentives for crowd workers strongly eect crowd
response quality [18, 32, 36, 38, 41, 42, 72, 73]. To keep the quality
high, payments need to be high enough to entice participation [71].
3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
In this work, we evaluate the following research questions:
RQ1: Can we use crowdsourcing to replicate TDH’s work, but at
faster speeds, with cheaper costs and larger sample sizes? According
to Shull’s notes on how to dene replication studies in SE[60], in
order to show that a given result is robust, the ideal case is for a
completely independent set of researchers to replicate a published
study using their own experimental design. In this paper, our anal-
ysis, which is designed and run by a completely independent set of
researchers compared to the primary study, scales well and cost-
eectively validates and extends the prior TDH study.
RQ2: Does crowdsourcing lead to stable conclusions? is question
is important since, given the nature of crowd-based reasoning, it
is possible that crowd workers will have dierent opinions from
TDH. We collected the 210 pull requests using similar sampling
criteria to the primary study and tested if the crowd reaches the
same or dierent conclusions using the new data set. A conclusion
was declared stable if the same conclusions were found in each in-
dependent sample. As shown, the analyses in this paper are stable
across these two samples.
RQ3: Can the pull request features identied in the primary study
accurately predict pull request acceptance? Given the larger data
set collected and evaluated in this work, there is now an oppor-
tunity to evaluate the performance of prediction models based on
(1) the features identied as important in the primary study, and
(2) features identied as important in previous data mining-only
studies.
4 METHODS
To leverage the advantages of crowdsourcing, we propose our
methodology of scalable secondary studies (MOSSS) for quickly
replicating and scaling the time-consuming qualitative works in SE.
Our methodology will be introduced and applied on the primary
study from TDH on GitHub pull requests. Basically, our methodol-
ogy shown in Figure 3 is consist of the following steps:
Step 1: Literature review on one specic domain, e.g. GitHub pull
requests studies, and extract data, insights, features and results from
the existing work.
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Table 1: A sample of related qualitative and quantitative work. Here, by “quantitative”, we mean using data mining with little
to no interaction with project personnel.
Year Source Method Data Title
2012 [15] CSCW alitative Interview 24 GitHub Users. Pull requests case study 10. Social coding in GitHub: transparency and collaboration in an open soware repository
2013 [39] CSCW alitative Interview 18 GitHub users. Pull requests case study 10. Impression Formation in Online Peer Production: Activity Traces and Personal Proles in GitHub
2014 [67] FSE alitative Interview 47 GitHub users. Pull requests case study 20. Let’s Talk About It: Evaluating Contributions through Discussion in GitHub
2015 [24] ICSE alitative Online survey 749 integrators. Work Practices and Challenges in Pull-Based Development: e Integrators Perspective
2016 [22] ICSE alitative Online survey 645 contributors. Work Practices and Challenges in Pull-Based Development: e Contributors Perspective
2014 [20] ICSE antitative GHTorrent, 166,884 pull requests An Exploratory Study of the Pull-Based Soware Development Model
2014 [66] ICSE antitative GitHub API, GitHub Archive. 659,501 pull requests Inuence of Social and Technical Factors for Evaluating Contribution in GitHub.
2014 [75] ICSME antitative GHTorrent, 1,000 pull requests. Reviewer Recommender of Pull-Requests in GitHub
2014 [70] ICSME antitative GHTorrent Continuous Integration in a SocialCoding World Empirical Evidence from GitHub
2014 [76] APSEC antitative GHTorrent, 1,000 pull requests. Who Should Review is Pull-Request: Reviewer Recommendation to Expedite Crowd Collaboration
2014 [77] CrowdSo antitative GHTorrent, GitHubArchive. Investigating Social Media in GitHubs Pull-Requests: A Case Study on Ruby on Rails
2014 [23] MSR antitative GHTorrent A Dataset for Pull-Based Development Research
2014 [52] MSR antitative GHTorrent, 78,955 pull requests. An Insight into the Pull Requests of GitHub
2014 [51] MSR antitative GHTorrent, 54,892 pull requests. Security and emotion sentiment analysis of security discussions on GitHub
2014 [9] MSR antitative GHTorrent Do developers discuss design
2014 [48] MSR antitative GHTorrent, 75,526 pull requests. A study of external community contribution to opensource projects on GitHub
2015 [69] MSR antitative GHTorrent Automatically Prioritizing Pull Requests
2015 [74] MSR antitative GHTorrent, 103,284 pull requests. Wait For It: Determinants of Pull Request Evaluation Latency on GitHub
2014 [30] MSR antitative &alitative
ant. : GHTorrent
al. : 240 Survey, Manual analysis 434 project. e promises and perils of mining GitHub
Step 2: Map insights from qualitative works into questions that could
be easily answered by crowd workers and quantitative features should
also be easily extracted from these questions. Similarly, map existing
data into questions with known answers, which are ‘gold’ queries.
Step 3: Expand the data used in the primary studies with similar
selection rules and launch some initial data on crowdsourcing for cost
control.
Step 4: Apply the mapped questions with crowdsourcing on the ex-
panded data, while using ”gold” queries for quality control in crowd-
sourcing.
Step 5: Extract features dened in Step 2 from the large amount of an-
swers returned by crowd workers, then apply quantitative analysis on
these crowdsourced features and compare those with the quantitative
features in Step 1 so as to discover new ndings.
4.1 Literature Review and Data Extraction
We rst set TDH as our primary study and then nd all studies
related to GitHub pull requests in the literature. We then searched
keywords ‘pull’, ‘request’ and ‘GitHub’ on Google Scholar since
2008 and a dataset from [43], which contains 16 soware engineer-
ing conferences, 1992 to 2016, which includes ICSE, ICSM, WCRE,
CSMR, MSR, GPCE, FASE, ICPC, FSE, SCAM, ASE, SANER, SSBSE,
RE’, ISSTA, ICST. Aer manually reviewing the search results, we
ltered out the work unrelated to GitHub pull requests. Table 1 lists
the remaining research papers that have studied pull requests in
GitHub using either qualitative or quantitative methods. Here, we
distinguish qualitative and quantitative methods by whether or not
there is human involvement during data collection process. al-
itative studies have human involvement and include interviews,
controlled human experiments, and surveys. We observe that all
previous studies on pull request in GitHub use either qualitative or
quantitative methods, while only one mixed approach combining
both with a very time consuming manual analysis for the qual-
itative part [30], which is quite dierent from ours, because we
apply crowdsourcing directly on the results extracted from primary
qualitative studies in a relatively much smaller time cost.
Table 2 summarizes the most representative features these stud-
ies state are relevant to determining the fate of a pull request. Note
that dierent studies found that dierent features were most rele-
vant to deciding what happens to pull requests. In that table:
• White boxes  denote that a paper examined that feature;
• Black boxes  denote when that paper concluded that
feature was important;
e last column shows what lessons we took from these prior
studies.
• If any other column marked a feature as important, then we
added it into the set of features we examined. Such features
are denoted with a white box  in the last column.
• Later in this paper, we run feature subset selectors on the
data to determine which features are most informative.
Such features are denoted with a black box .
4.2 Map Insights intoestions and Features
e tasks performed by the crowd were designed to collect quanti-
tative information about the pull requests, which could be checked
against a ground truth extracted programmtically (e.g., was the pull
request accepted?), and also collect information related to the pull
request discussion, described next.
e primary study [67] concluded, amongst other things, that:
Issues raised around code contributions are mostly
disapproval for the problems being solved, disap-
proval for the solutions and suggestion for alternate
solutions.
Methods to aect the decision making process for
pull requests are mainly by oering support from
either external developers or core members.
In order to use crowdsourcing to do a case study for pull requests,
our tasks contained questions related to ve concepts. ese ve
concepts reference important ndings from TDH’s work, and are
also treated as the assumptions we are going to validate:
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Table 2: Features Used in Related Works.  indicates whether the feature is used or not, while  indicated the features are
found to be heavily related to the results of pull requests in the according paper.
Category Fetures Description [23] [20] [66] [74] [77] [52] Ours
Pull Request lifetime minites Minutes between opening and closing 
Pull Request mergetime minutes Minutes between opening and merging (only for merged pull requests) 
Pull Request num commits Number of commits     
Pull Request src churn Number of lines changed (added + deleted)    
Pull Request test churn Number of test lines changed  
Pull Request les added Number of les added 
Pull Request les deleted Number of les deleted 
Pull Request les modied Number of les modied 
Pull Request les changed Number of les touched (sum of the above)   
Pull Request src les Number of source code les touched by the pull request 
Pull Request doc les Number of documentation (markup) les touched 
Pull Request other les Number of non-source, non-documentation les touched 
Pull Request num commit comments e total number of code review comments 
Pull Request num issue comments e total number of discussion comments 
Pull Request num comments e total number of comments (discussion and code review)     
Pull Request num participants Number of participants in the discussion  
Pull Request test inclusion Whether or not the pull request included test cases  
Pull Request prior interaction e number of events the submier has participated in this project before this pull request 
Pull Request social distance Whether or not the submier follows the user who closes the pull request   
Pull Request strength of social connection e fraction of team members that interacted with the submier in the last three months 
Pull Request description complexity Total number of words in the pull request title and description 
Pull Request rst human response Time interval in minutes from pull request creation to rst response by reviewers  
Pull Request total CI latency: Time interval in minutes from pull request creation to the last commit tested by CI  
Pull Request CI result: Presence of errors and test failures while running Travis-CI  
Pull Request mention-@ Weather there exist an @-mention in the comments 
Repository sloc Executable lines of code at creation time.   
Repository team size Number of active core team members during the last 3 months prior to creation      
Repository perc external contribs e ratio of commits from external members over core members in the last 3 months   
Repository commits on les touched Number of total commits on les touched by the pull request in the past 3 months    
Repository test lines per kloc Executable lines of test code per 1,000 lines of source code   
Repository test cases per kloc Number of test cases per 1,000 lines of source code 
Repository asserts per kloc Number of assert statements per 1,000 lines of source code 
Repository watchers Project watchers (stars) at creation   
Repository repo age How long a project has existed on GitHub since the time of data collection  
Repository workload Total number of pull requests still open in each project at current pull request creation time 
Repository integrator availability e minimum number of hours until either of the top 2 integrators are active during 24 hours 
Repository project maturity e number of forked projects as an estimate of the maturity of a base project  
Developer prev pullreqs Number of pull requests submied by a specic developer, prior to the examined one   
Developer requester succ rate e percentage of the developers pull requests got merged before creation of this one    
Developer followers Followers to the developer at creation   
Developer collaborator status e user’s collaborator status within the project    
Developer experience Developers working experience with the project  
Other Friday eect True if the pull request arrives Friday 
(1) Is there a comment showing support for this pull request, and
from which party? e crowd’s answer to this question lets
us dene three binary variables: Q1 support, Q1 spt core,
Q1 spt other, which stands for “support showed”, “support
from core members” and “support from other developers”
respectively.
(2) Is there a comment proposing alternate solutions, and from
which party? e crowd’s answer to this question lets
us dene three binary variables: Q2 alternate solution,
Q2 alt soln core, Q2 alt soln other, which stands for “al-
ternate solution proposed”, “alternate solution proposed by
core members” and “alternate solution proposed by other
developers” respectively.
(3) Did anyone disapprove the proposed solution in this pull re-
quest, and for what reason? e crowd’s answer to this ques-
tion lets us dene four binary variables: Q3 dis solution,
Q3 dis soln bug, Q3 dis soln improve, Q3 dis soln consistency,
which stands for “disapproval for the solution proposed”,
“disapproval due to bug”, “disapproval because code could
be improved” and ”disapproval due to consistency issues”
respectively.
(4) Did anyone disapprove the problems being solved? E.g ques-
tion the value or appropriateness of this pull request for its
repository. e crowd’s answer to this question lets us de-
ne three binary variables: Q4 dis problem,
Q4 dis prob no value,
Q4 dis prob not t, which stands for “disapproval for the
problem being solved”, “disapproval due to no value for
solving this problem” and “disapproval because the prob-
lem being solved does not t the project well” respectively.
(5) Does this pull request get merged/accepted? e crowd’s
answer to this question lets us dene a class variable for
this system.
e full version of our questions are available on-line8. To those
questions we also added three preliminary questions that require
crowd workers to identify the submier, core members and external
developers for each pull request. ese extra questions served two
purposes: First, they let a crowd worker grow familiar with ana-
lyzing pull request discussions. Second, they let us reject answers
from unqualied crowd workers since we could programatically
extract the ground truth from the repository for comparison.
We also extract answers for these questions from the results
in TDH. ese answers are served as “gold” standard tasks which
enable quality control during crowdsourcing and sanity checking
for the answers aer crowdsourcing.
8hp://dichen.me/fse17/mt template.html
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4.3 Data Expansion and Cost Control
To make sure the pull requests are statistically similar to those of
TDH’s work [66, 67], we applied similar selection rules on 612,207
pull requests that were opened during January 2016 from GHTor-
rent [19], which is a scalable, searchable, oine mirror of data of-
fered through the GitHub Application Programmer Interface (API).
e selection criteria are stated as follows:
(1) Pull requests should be closed (558,480 le).
(2) Pull requests should have comments (50,440 le, with 2, 3,
and 7 comments as the 25, 50, 75 percentiles, respectively.
(3) Pull request comment number should be above 8.
(4) Exclude pull requests whose repository are forks to avoid
counting the same contribution multiple times.
(5) Exclude pull requests whose last update is late than January,
2016, so that we can make sure the project is still active
(8,438 le).
(6) Retain only pull requests with at least 3 participants and
where the repository has at least 10 forks and 10 stars (565
le).
From these 565 pull requests, we sampled 210 such that half were
ultimately merged and the other half were rejected.
e 210 pull requests were published on the Amazon Mechanical
Turk (MTurk) crowdsourcing platform for analyzing in 2 rounds,
together with the 20 carefully studied pull requests from TDH [67]
inserted for each round as “gold” standard tasks. e 1st round has
100(80+20) pull requests in total, while 2nd round has 150(130+20)
pull requests in total.
Cost Control. We want to make sure the cost is as low as possi-
ble but also provide a fair payment for the participants. According
to several recent surveys on MTurk [7, 10, 29, 49], the average
hourly wage is $1.66 and MTurk workers are willing to work at
$1.40/hour. We estimated about 10 minutes needed for each HIT,
and rst launched our task with $0.25 per HIT but only received 1
invalid feedback aer 2 days. So we doubled our payment to $0.50
for each HIT, which requires to analyze one single pull request.
Each round of tasks were completed in one week. Our nal results
show that 17 minutes are spent for each HIT on average, which
means $1.76 per hour. In total, 27 workers participated in our tasks,
and 77 hours of crowd time were spent to get all the pull requests
studied.
4.4 Crowdsourcingality Control
A major issue in crowdsourcing is how to reduce the noise inherent
in data collection from such a subjective source of information.
is section describes the three operators we used to increase data
quality:
• Audience screening;
• “Gold” standard questions and tasks;
• Feature subset selection.
ality and experience lters were applied to screen potential
participants; only workers with HIT approval rate above 90%, and
who had completed at least 100 approved HITs could participate.
Next, a domain-specic screening process was applied. To make
sure the crowd participants are qualied to analyze the pull requests
in our study, we require them to be GitHub users and answer
preliminary questions related to identifying the pull request key
players and pull request acceptance on every pull request analyzed.
ese are questions for which we can systematically extract values
from the pull requests; if these golden questions are answered
incorrectly, the task was rejected and made available to other crowd
workers.
ality Control. Part of the audience selection relates to qual-
ity control since the workers were required to have demonstrated
high quality in prior tasks on the MTurk platform and answer sim-
ple questions about the pull request correctly. Beyond that, we used
(1) redundant question formats [63] and (2) gold standard tasks to
control crowd quality.
(1) For each question in the task related to the pull request com-
ment discussion, we require workers to answer a yes/no question
and then copy the comments supporting their answers from the
pull request into the text area under each question. Take question
1 for example (Is there a comment proposing alternate solutions?): if
they choose ”Yes, from core members”, then they need to copy the
comments within the pull requests to the text area we provided.
(2) is study was run in two phases, one phase with 80 out
of the 210 new pull requests, and one phase with the remaining
130. In each phase, the original 20 pull requests were added to the
group. e tasks were randomly assigned to crowd workers. For
those crowd workers who got one of the 20 previously studied pull
requests, we checked their answers against the ground truth [67];
inaccurate responses were rejected and those workers were blocked.
is acted as a random quality control mechanism.
In total, we have 250 highly discussed pull requests from 142
projects and analyzed by 27 workers. Aer ltering out the un-
qualied ones using the control processes stated above, 190 pull
requests were le with 3,471 comments. e unqualied responses
were a result of part (1) above, but an operational error led us to
approve the tasks despite the poor comment quality, leaving us
with a smaller data set for further analysis.
For the rest of this paper, we will refer to the data collected via
crowd as the qualitative pull request features.
4.5 antitative Analysis
In this study, we have 2 groups of features (1) all the quantitative
features found important in previous works and (2) all qualitative
features extracted from the results of studying pull requests in detail
by the qualied crowd. For each group of features, we run the CFS
feature selector [27] to reduce the features to use for our decision
tree classier. To collect the quantitative features, we started with
Table 2 and used the GitHub API to extract the features marked in
the right-hand-side column.
CFS evaluates and ranks feature subsets. One reason to use CFS
over, say, correlation, is that CFS returns sets of useful features
while simpler feature selectors do not understand the interaction
between features.
CFS assumes that a “good” set of features contains features that
are highly connected with the target class, but weakly connected
to each other. To implement this heuristic, each feature subset is
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scored as follows according to Hall et al. [27]:
merits =
krcf√
k + k(k − 1)r
where merits is the value of some subset s of the features containing
k features; rcf is a score describing the connection of that feature
set to the class; and r is the mean score of the feature to feature
connection between the items in s . Note that for this fraction to
be maximal, rcf must be large and r must be small, which means
features have to correlate more to the class than each other.
is equation is used to guide a best-rst search with a horizon
of ve to select most informative set of features. Such a search
proceeds as follows. e initial frontier is all sets containing one
dierent feature. e frontier of size n, which initialized with 1, is
sorted according to merit and the best item is grown to all sets of
size n+1 containing the best item from the last frontier. e seaerch
stops when no improvement have been seen in last ve frontiers in
merit . Return the best subset seen so far when stop.
Our experiments assessed three groups of features:
(1) Aer CFS feature selector, the selected quantitative fea-
tures were commits on les touched, requester succ rate,
prev pullreqs, which are quite intuitive.
(2) e second group of crowdsourced features were Q3 dis s,
Q4 dis p nv;
(3) e third group of combined features were the combina-
tion of both quantitative and crowdsourced features; i.e.
Q3 dis s, commits on les touched, requester succ rate,
prev pullreqs.
For each of these three sets of features, we ran a 10x5 cross valida-
tion for supervised learning with the 3 dierent groups of features.
ese generate three models that predicted if a pull request would
get merged/accepted or not. A decision tree learner was used as our
supervised learning algorithm. is was selected aer our initial
studies with several other learners that proved to be less eective
in this domain (Naive Bayes and SVM).
5 RESULTS
Using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk micro-task crowdsourcing plat-
form, we collect data for 1) the original 20 pull requests from the
primary study [67], and 2) 210 additional, independent pull re-
quests, an order of magnitude more than pull requests than the
primary study. is data includes qualitative information about
the pull request discussion, such as whether there is a comment
showing support, proposing an alternate solution, disapproving of
the solution, and disapproving of the problem being solved. e
benets of the larger sample size is two-fold. First, by using similar
selection criteria in the secondary study compared to the primary
study, we are able to check the stability and external validity of the
ndings in the primary study using a much larger sample (RQ1,
RQ2). Second, in terms for informativeness, we can extract features
from crowd’s answers, which is qualitative, and build models to
predict pull request acceptance results. is allows us to compare
the performance of models built with (a) the features identied as
important in the primary study and (b) the features from related,
quantitative works (RQ3).
estions Precistion Recall F1-Score
Q1 0.769 0.769 0.770
Q2 0.818 0.750 0.783
Q3 0.727 0.667 0.696
Q4 0.778 0.700 0.737
Q5 0.833 0.714 0.770
Total 0.801 0.742 0.770
Table 3: ality for Crowdsourcing Results from Amazon
Mechanical Turk (RQ1).
5.1 RQ1: Can the crowd reproduce prior results
quickly and cheaply?
RQ1 checks if our analysis in § 4.2 correctly captured the essence
of the TDH study.
In this test, we used the 20 “gold” task results from TDH. Each
pull request was labeled with the gold results. Next, we checked
the performance of the crowd with respect to the gold results.
Table 3 shows the precision, recall and F1 scores of the crowd
working on the gold tasks. As seen in Table 3, the precision and
recall of these ‘human predictors’ on the 20 gold tasks is 80% and
74% respectively (so F1 ≈ 77%). Based on our prior work with
data mining from SE data, we assert that these values represent a
close correspondence between the TDH results and those from the
crowd.
To make sure we did not mistakenly analyze the crowd’s answers,
we hand-examined the cases where the crowd disagreed with the
TDH. Interestingly, we found several cases that crowd workers
appear to be correct. For example, TDH classify the 17th pull
request they studied as no support, while the crowd found the
comment from the user drohthlis saying ‘is is great news!’,
which is an apparent indicator for the supporting this pull request
aer our examination. Another two cases are the 16th and 20th
pull requests they studied. Crowd workers found clear suggestions
for alternative solutions (i.e., ‘What might be beer is to …’, ‘No, I
think you can just push -f aer squashing.’), which TDH does not
nd.
As to the issue of speed and cost, TDH report that they required
about 47 hours to collect interview data on 47 users within which,
they investigated the practices about pull requests. TDH does not
report the subsequent analysis time but, given the qualitative nature
of their methods, we conjecture that took hours to weeks.
By way of comparison, we spent $200, to buy 77 hours of crowd
time. In that time, 250 pull requests were analyzed (100, 150 pull
requests respectively for each round). Note that, in this study, we
included the 20 pull requests already studied by TDH.
In summary, we answer RQ1 in the armative.
5.2 RQ2: Are the primary study’s results
stable?
As described in the introduction, one motivation for this work
was checking if crowdsourcing can scale and conrm the external
validity of qualitative conclusions. is issue is of particular concern
for crowdsoucing studies due the subjective nature of the opinions
from the crowd. If those opinions increased the variance of the
collected data, then the more data we collect, the less reliable the
conclusions.
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Figure 4: Stability Checking: p-values for comparing un-
scaled and scaled crowd answers with answers from TDH
(Interactive version also available at hp://tiny.cc/mosss-1)
To test for this concern, we compare the pull requests studied
by crowd (excluding the 20 gold tasks) with the 20 pull request
studied by TDH (15 merged, 5 rejected). We rst randomly select
15 merged and 5 rejected pull requests studied by crowd 100 times,
so that we can compare the these 2 independent samples at the
same scale and with the same distribution. en we run another
100 iteration for randomly selecting 87 merged and 29 rejected pull
requests studied by crowd, which still has the same distribution
but at a 6 times larger scale. p-values are collected for each sample
comparison in the 2 runs.
Figure 4 shows the results of comparing pull requests from TDH
and an independent sample with 2 dierent scales. As shown,
estions 1, 2, 4 are quite stable for both scales. Moreover, estion
1 and 4 are becoming more stable when scale becomes larger, while
estion 2 becomes less stable at a larger scale. For estion 3, all
of the p-values are lower than 0.05 at the large scale, though the
median of its p-value is higher than 0.05 at the same scale as TDH.
is may indicate that TDH did not cover enough pull requests to
achieve a representative sample for the nding, which is mapped
into estion 3 about disapproving comments.
Accordingly, we answer RQ2 in the armative. e results for
Q1, Q2, and Q4 do not dier signicantly between TDH and inde-
pendent samples of the same size or of a larger size. e exception
is Q3, for which the results dier signicantly when scaling to a
larger data set.
5.3 RQ3: How well can the qualitative and
quantitative features predict PR
acceptance?
e results are shown in Figure 5, expressed in terms of precision,
recall, and the F1 score; i.e. the harmonic mean of precision and
recall, for each of three feature sets: quantitative, crowdsourced,
and a combination. Note that the performances of the predictor
using crowdsourced features are not as high or as stable as the one
built with quantitative features. We can see that:
• e selected quantitative features achieved F1 score at 90%
with a range of 20%;
Figure 5: Performance Comparison for Using dierent fea-
ture set to predict whether a pull requests will be accepted.
(Interactive version also available at hp://tiny.cc/mosss-2)
• e selected crowdsourced features achieved lower F1 score
at 68% with a larger range.
• e combined selected features did beer than just using
quantitative; but performed no beer than just using only
the quantitative features.
.
At rst glance, the models learned from crowdsourced features
performed worse than using quantitative features extracted from
numerous prior data mining studies. But is this the case? Do the
middle results really reect the insights taken from Figure 5? As
seen in § 5.1, we have shown that our analysis in § 4.2 correctly
captured the essence of the TDH study.
In summary, we answer RQ3 in the armative:
(1) e middle results of Figure 5 adequately reect the TDH
results;
(2) Accordingly, we can also conclude that Figure 5 shows the
TDH results being out-performed by the purely quantita-
tive features.
6 THREATS TO VALIDITY
As with any empirical study, biases can aect the nal results.
erefore, any conclusions made from this work must be considered
with the following issues in mind:
Sampling bias: is threatens any classication experiment;
i.e., what maers there may not be true here. For example, the
pull requests used here are selected using the rules described in 4.3.
Only 250 highly discussed pull requests from active projects are
sampled and analyzed, so our results may not reect the paerns
for all the pull requests. at said, we note that one reason to
endorse crowdsourcing is that its sample size can be orders of
magnitude larger than using just qualitative methods. For example,
TDH reported results from just 20 pull requests.
Learner bias: For building the acceptation predictors in this
study, we elected to use a decision tree classier. We chose deci-
sion trees because it suits for small data samples and its results
were comparable to the more complicated algorithms like Random
Forest and SVM. Classication is a large and active eld and any
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Table 4: Comparison of Dierent Methods for GitHub Pull Requests Studies. ’
√
’ stands for True, ’×’ for False and ’?’ for
Uncertain.
Measures antitative Studies:E.g. API-Mining, Data Modeling
alitative Studies:
E.g. Interview, Case Study
Crowdsourcing Assisted
alitative Studies
Time Hours Weeks or Months Days
Cost $10-100 $1,000-3,000 $100-300
Perspective Objective Subjective Combined
Purpose Descriptive: Reveal General TrendsExplanatory: Summarize Paerns
Exploratory: Find Details
Improving: Study Drawbacks
Conrmatory: eories
Scale Up & Lower Costs
Stability
√
?
√
Scalability
√ × √
Reproducibility
√ × √
Can Build Predictor
√ × √
single study can only use a small subset of the known classica-
tion algorithms. Future work should repeat this study using other
learners.
Evaluation bias: is paper uses precision, recall and F1 score
measures of predictor’s performance. Other performance measures
used in soware engineering include accuracy and entropy. Future
work should repeat this study using dierent evaluation biases.
Order bias: For the performance evaluation part, the order that
the data trained and predicted aects the results. To mitigate this
order bias, we run the 5-bin cross validation 10 times randomly
changing the order of the pull requests each time.
7 DISCUSSION
We summarize our experience with qualitative, quantitative and
crowdsourcing methods in Table 4. As shown, the outstanding
benet of quantitative methods is to nd general paerns or un-
derlying trends. ey usually work with large amounts of data
and are fast to deploy, cheap to run, and easy to replicate. e
major drawback is they oen ignore the details and oen lack a
human-level understanding. Besides, it’s also hard to implement
a data miner for large projects, and time-consuming for complex
systems.
e outstanding benet of qualitative methods is their exploratory
nature to generate new theorems or improve existing ones. ey
seek details to understand what humans really care about and nd
insights. While the major drawback is the sample size is restricted
to a very small size compared to quantitative method, because of
the involvement of human. erefore, the complexity, time and/or
money cost are needed to be taken into consideration. Further,
most of the studies with qualitative methods are hard to replicate
or scale up for larger sample size.
e outstanding benet of crowdsourcing methods is they try to
mix and match methods in order to exploit the strengths of all the
above approaches. ey could oer the human-level understand-
ing or intelligence compared with quantitative methods and also
scale up and increase the diversity of data size due to its low costs
and massive work force compared with qualitative methods. e
major concerns of crowdsourcing methods are that the quality and
knowledge of the workers from crowd are inadequate, and that the
study context cannot be as controlled. Following this, it is unclear
if the crowd can serve as a proxy for domain experts. Also, it is
important to ask about the right questions for the crowd to get the
expected results.
e key point of this paper is that it is misleading to review the
benets and drawbacks of these methods in isolation. Rather, it
is more insightful to consider what these methods can achieve in
combination. For example, in the original qualitative TDH study, the
authors found that 1) supports, 2) alternate solutions, 3) disapproval
for the proposed solutions, and 4) disapproval for the problems being
solved were important factors that guard pull requests’ acceptance.
In this scaled, crowdsourced replication, we found that factors 1,
2 and 4 still hold, but 3 was unstable. us, this combination of
empirical methods allows us to pinpoint more precisely results that
are steadfast against tests of external validity and the results that
need further investigation.
In the end, the secondary quantitative study would have been
impossible without the primary qualitative work, and we should
make best use of the time-consuming qualitative works, instead of
stopping aer we get results from qualitative results (and vice versa).
We nd qualitative studies can inspire quantitative studies by care-
fully mapping out areas of concern. Primary qualitative study can
also provide the data needed to control secondary quantitative
crowdsourcing studies. We also nd a single primary qualitative
study can direct the work of many secondary quantitative studies,
and our work is just one example of the secondary studies aer
TDH’s qualitative work.
8 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we designed MOSSS and applied it to one state of
art qualitative study from TDH. As seen in Table 1 and Table 2,
we reviewed and summarized all related paper on GitHub pull
requests from both Google Scholar from 2008 to 2016 and 10 top
SE conferences from 1992 to 2016. In §4.2 and 4.3, we show that,
with results and data from TDH’s primary study, it is possible to
quickly map their insights into micro questions for crowd workers
and expand the data they studied to a larger scale. Moreover, from
the 20 pull requests studied in TDH, we also extracted answers
treated as the ground truth for our questions described in §4.2.
ese answers served as gold tasks for quality control during our
crowdsourcing process in §4.4. With these gold tasks, we not only
checked the sanity of the qualied answers from crowd in §5.1,
but also checked the stability of the primary results from TDH in
§5.2. As seen in Table 3 and Figure 4, we showed an overall 77%
of F1 score and three out of the four ndings we extracted from
TDH are stable from a larger scale. In §4.5, we did quantitative
analysis by applying data mining techniques on the large amount
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of answers we collected from crowd and build predictors with
crowdsourced features, quantitative features from literature review
and the combination of both. As shown in Figure 5, we found the
crowdsourced features mapped from THD results could do a good
job predicting the fate for pull requests, but cannot compete with
features selected from related quantitative studies. ese results
have implications for the value of combining diverse empirical
methods and for conducting conceptual replications of empirical
soware engineering studies in new contexts.
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